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We give expansions for unbiased estimators based on the arithmetic mean of an
analytic function of the non-centrality parameter of the non-central chi-square dis-
tribution. The terms of these expansions depend on the derivatives of the function
to be estimated and on certain polynomials which are constructed from the
generalized Laguerre polynomials. We also investigate the asymptotic properties of
the proposed estimators.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let U=(U1 , ..., U&) be a multivariate normal distribution with mean
vector ($1 , ..., $&) and covariance matrix the identity I& . Then, the distribu-
tion of &j=1 (Uj+$j)
2 is called the non-central chi-square distribution with
& degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter *=&j=1 $
2
j . There are
a number of different forms in which the density function of the non-central
chi-square distribution, f (x; *, &), may be presented; see Johnson and Kotz
(1970). For instance, it can be expressed as a mixture of central chi-square
distributions as
f (x; *, &)=exp(&*2) :

j=0
(*2) j
j !
f (x; 0, &+2 j), x0, (1.1)
where f (x; 0, &+2j) denotes the density function of a central chi-square
distribution with &+2j degrees of freedom. Tiku (1965) has obtained the
density function in terms of the generalized Laguerre polynomials,
f (x; *, &)= f (x; 0, &) :

j=0
(&*2) j 1(&2)
1(&2+ j)
L (&2&1)j (x2), x0, (1.2)
where L (:)j ( y) is the j th generalized Laguerre polynomial; see the Appendix.
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The non-central chi-square distribution is reproductive under convolu-
tion. The degrees of freedom and the non-centrality parameters are also
additive under convolution.
The estimation of non-centrality parameters provides useful information
for the power of different tests and has received considerable attention.
For instance, Meyer (1967) obtained the maximum likelihood (m.l.e.) for
* when &=2. A more general study about the m.l.e. and its properties can
be found in Saxena and Alam (1982). In Section 2, we give an expression
for the unbiased estimator of an analytic function. This expression is an
infinite expansion in terms of certain polynomials which are constructed
from the generalized Laguerre polynomials. We point out here that unbiased
estimation is not always satisfactory. For example, it is well known
that the unbiased estimator of the non-centrality parameter X n&&, is inad-
missible and its positive part, (X n&&)+, has smaller mean square error
than the unbiased estimator; see Chow (1987). In spite of this circum-
stance, we justify the study of unbiased estimators because they can be
regarded as the starting point for obtaining improved estimators; see
Perlman and Rasmussen (1975), Neff and Strawderman (1976), and Shao
and Strawderman (1995).
The asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators are studied in
Section 3. These properties are intimately connected with the properties of
certain families of orthogonal polynomials. For that reason, we have
included an Appendix containing a reminder of some basic properties of
Laguerre, Hermite, and Charlier polynomials. Also some of the proofs of
our results have been deferred to the Appendix.
2. UNBIASED ESTIMATION
Let X1 , ..., Xn be an i.i.d. sample from the density (1.1), with v>0 known
and *>0 unknown. We will base our inferences on the arithmetic mean of
the observations, X n=ni=1 Xi n, which has p.d.f.
gn ( y; *, &)=wn ( y; &) :

j=0
(&n*2) j 1(n&2)
1(n&2+ j)
L (n&2&1)j (ny2), y0, (2.3)
where wn ( y; &)=(n2)n&2 exp(&ny2) yn&2&11(n&2), y0, is the density
function of a gamma distribution with parameters n&2 and n2.
Consider the polynomials
Qj, n ( y; *, &)=
j !(&2) j
n j
:
j
k=0
(n*2) j&k
( j&k)!
L (n&2&1)k (ny2), j=0, 1, ... . (2.4)
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The explicit expressions of the first four polynomials are
Q0, n ( y; *, &)=1,
Q1, n ( y; *, &)=(Vn)12 z,
Q2, n ( y; *, &)=(Vn)[z2&4(nV)&12 z&1],
Q3, n ( y; *, &)=(Vn)32 [z3&12(nV)&12 z2&3(1&8(nV)&1) z
+8(2&*+3*) n&12V &32],
where z=(nV &1)12 ( y&(*+&)), and V=Var*(X1)=2(2*+&). Polyno-
mials of higher degree can be obtained by using (2.4) and the recurrence
relation for the generalized Laguerre polynomials; see the Appendix.
The polynomials [Qj, n ( y; *, &)]j0 satisfy the following properties, the
proofs of which can be found in the Appendix.
(P1) E*[Qj, n (X n ; *0 , &)]=(*&*0) j, j0.
(P2) For any w and y,
:

j=0
(&1) j Qj, n ( y, *, &)
j ! 2 j
w j=\1&wn+
&n&2
exp[&(ny(n&w)&*) w2].
(2.5)
(P3) limn   (nV &1)& j2 Q j, n ( yn , *, &)=Hej (z), with yn=*+&+
z(Vn)12, z arbitrary, and Hej (z) the j th Hermite polynomial, see the
Appendix.
(P4) limn   Q j, n ( yn , *, &)=( y&(*+&)) j, j0.
(P5) Let yn=*+&+o(n&:), for certain :>0. Then,
:

j=k+1
(&1) j Qj, n ( yn , *, &)
j ! 2 j
w j=o(n&(k+1) :).
If n=1, it is obvious that X n is a sufficient statistic for *. For n>1, it
is not possible to factorize the joint density function of the n observations
as in the FisherNeyman factorization theorem, and consequently X n is not
sufficient for *.
On the other hand, X n is complete for all n1. To see that, we have to
show that if T (an integrable function with respect to the density
gn ( y; *, &), for all *>0) is such that
|

0
T( y) gn ( y; *, &) dy=0, for all *>0, then T( y)=0 (a.e.) (2.6)
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As the polynomials are dense in the space of integrable functions, it is suf-
ficient to show property (2.6) when T is a polynomial. Choose an arbitrary
real number *0>0. If T is a polynomial of degree k, it can be written as
T( y)=kj=0 aj (*0) Q j, n ( yn , *, &). Using property (P1), we have that
|

0
T( y) gn ( y; *, &) dy= :
k
j=0
a j (*0)(*&*0)k=0, for all *>0,
implies necessarily that aj (*0)=0, for j=0, ..., k, and hence T( y)=0.
The completeness of the statistic X n implies the unicity of unbiased
estimators based on the arithmetic mean.
Let h(*) be an analytic function such that for all *0 the Taylor expan-
sion, h(*)=j=0 h
( j) (*0)(*&*0) jj!, is convergent for all *. From property
(P1), it is immediate that the unbiased estimator of h(*) is
Tn (X n)= :

j=0
h( j) (*0)
j !
Qj, n (X n ; *0 , &), for all *0 . (2.7)
Note that different choices for *0 in the R.H.S. of (2.7) yield different
expansions, but the unicity of the unbiased estimator means that all of
these (apparently!) different expansions have the same limit (a.e.). Or in
other words, there is a unique unbiased estimator based on the arithmetic
mean with an infinite number of different expansions, one for each different
choice of *0 . In practice, we recommend the choice *0=* =X n&&, which
yields
Tn (X n)= :

j=0
h( j) (* ) #j (* , &), (2.8)
where #j (* , &)=Qj, n (X n ; * , &)j !. The explicit expressions of #j , j=0, ..., 6
are
#0 (* , &)=1; #1 (* , &)=0;
#2 (* , &)=&2n&1[* +&];
#3 (* , &)=4n&2[* +2&3];
#4 (* , &)=2n&2[* 2+(&&4n&1) * +&(&4&3n&1)];
#5 (* , &)=&8n&3[* 2&(2n&1&7&6) * +(8n&15&&3) &];
#6 (* , &)=&4n&3[* 3+(3&2&18n&1) * 2+(3&24&23&n+24n&2) *
+(20n&2&43&n&16+&28) &].
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Approximations to the unbiased estimator can be obtained by truncating
(2.8).
In general, it is not easy to calculate the variance of Tn (X n), but an
unbiased estimator of the variance of the unbiased estimator is given by
Vn (X n)=T 2n(X n)&Mn (X n), where Mn (X n) is the unbiased estimator of
h2 (*). For obtaining Mn (X n), we need the derivatives of h2 (*), which can
be calculated by using the relations
Dkh2=2 :
r&1
m=0 \
k
m+ h(m)h(k&m)+\
k
r+ (h(r))2, if k=2r,
Dkh2=2 :
r
m=0 \
k
m+ h(m)h(k&m), if k=2r+1.
Thus, an approximate expression for Vn (X n), up to terms n&2, is
Vn =2n&1 (h$)2 (2* +&)
&2n&2[4(2h$h(3)+(h(2))2) * 2+4(3h$h(2)+2&h$h(3)+&(h(2))2) *
+&(8h$h(2)+2h$h(3)+&(h(2))2)]+o(n&2).
Although the explicit expressions for the unbiased estimators given in
(2.7), (2.8) and that of the estimator of the variance of the unbiased
estimator look complicated, they can be easily implemented on a computer.
Example 1. Let h(*)=a2*2+a1*+a0 . According to (2.8),
Tn (X n)=a2* 2+(a1&2a2 n) * +(a0&2&a2 n+4a2 n2),
with * =(X n&&). In particular, if h(*)=*, i.e., a0=a2=0, a1=1, then
Tn (X n)=* . The unbiased estimator of the variance of the unbiased
estimator, * , is Vn (X n)=2(2* +&&4n)n.
Example 2. To obtain an unbiased estimator of the density func-
tion (1.1), we need an expression for the derivatives of f (x; *, &). If
p( j; *)=exp(&*2)(*2) jj !, then
Dkp( j; *)=*&kC (*2)k ( j) p( j; *), k0, (2.9)
where C (*2)k is the k th Charlier polynomial; see the Appendix.
From (2.9), we have
Dkf (x; *, &)=*&k :

j=0
C (*2)k ( j) p( j; *) f (x; 0, &+2 j). (2.10)
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In order to give a numerical example, we have generated a sample of size
n=20 from a non-central chi-square distribution with parameters *=5
and &=3. In this case, the density function is
f (x; 5, 3)=exp(&x2) x12P(x), (2.11)
with
P(x)=1.637 } 10&2+1.364 } 10&2x+3.411 } 10&3x2+ } } }
For this sample, we have obtained X n=7.1522, so that * =4.1552. Using
(2.10) and seven terms of the series (2.8), the (approximate) unbiased
estimate of the density function (2.11) is
f (x; 5, 3)=exp(&x2) x12P (x), (2.12)
with
P (x)=2.332 } 10&2+1.726 } 10&2x+3.712 } 10&3x2+ } } } .
In Fig. 2.1, the dotted line represents the true density function given in
(2.11) and the continuous line is the estimated density given in (2.12).
FIG. 2.1 Estimation of the density function.
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3. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES
Let h(*) be an analytic estimable function. The asymptotic properties of
the unbiased estimator, Tn (X n), can be derived from the properties of the
polynomials Qj, n defined in the previous section. Let *0 be the true but
unknown parameter, and k=k(*0)=min[ j1 : h( j) (*0){0]. We denote
P0=P*0 .
Theorem 3.1. If there exists R0>0 such that
lim
j  
(2R0) j |h ( j) (*0)|<, (3.13)
then
(a)
k!(nV0)k2 (h(k) (*0))&1 [Tn (X n)&h(*0)] w
L Hek (Z), (3.14)
with ZtN(0, 1) and Hek the kth Hermite polynomial (see the Appendix).
(b)
lim
n  
nk2 (log(log(n))&k2) |Tn (X n)&h(*0)|
=2k2V k20 |h
(k) (*0)|k !, P0 -a.s., (3.15)
where V0=2(2*0+v).
Proof. (a) From (2.7),
nk2 (Tn (X n)&h(*0))=h(k) (*0) nk2Qk, n (X n ; *0 , &)k !
+nk2 :

j=k+1
h( j) (*0) Qj, n (X n ; *0 , &)j !
=T1, n+T2, n .
Let Zn=(nV0)12 (X n&(*0+&)). As n goes to infinity, the CLT implies
that Zn converges in distribution (under P0) to a r.v. Z which follows a
N(0, 1) distribution. Then, by using (P3), we have
T1, n =h(k) (*0)k ![V k20 Hek (Zn)+oP0 (n
&12)]
wL V k20 h
(k) (*0)k ! Hek (Z),
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with ZtN(0, 1). In order to prove the result, it remains to show that
T2, n w
P0 0, as n  . (3.16)
Consider the series
T2, n =nk2 :

j=k+1
h( j) (*0) Qj, n (X n ; *0 , &)j !, (3.17)
T*2, n=nk2 :

j=k+1
(&1) j Qj, n (X n ; *0 , &) R j0 (2
jj !). (3.18)
The hypothesis (3.13) implies that in order to show (3.16), it suffices to
show that T*2, n converges in P0 -probability to zero. As for any = such that
0<=<1(2(k+1)), X n=*0+&+op0 (n
&12+=), then from (P5) we get
T*2, n=nk2oP0 (n
&(k+1)(12&=)),
and hence the convergence of T*2, n in P0-probability to zero.
(b) The law of the iterated logarithmsee Shiryayev (1984),
p. 374applied to the i.i.d. sequence [Xi&(*0+&)] i1 gives
lim
n  
(2 log log n)&12 Zn=1, P0-a.s. (3.19)
Then, the proof of (b) is immediate from (3.19), the fact that Hek is a
monic polynomial of degree k and
k !(nV0)k2 (h(k) (*0))&1 [Tn (X n)&h(*0)]=Hek (Zn)+oP(n&k2). K
The condition (3.13) is satisfied by a wide class of functions including
polynomials and exponentials. In particular, if k0=1, (3.15) and (3.14)
imply the consistency and asymptotic normality of the unbiased estimator.
In the case k0=2, the limit distribution, under P0 , of the random variable
2n(h(2) (*0) V0)&1 [Tn (X n)&h(*0)]+1, is a chi-square distribution with
one degree of freedom.
Example 3. Let X1 , ..., Xn be a simple random sample from a non-cen-
tral chi-square distribution with parameters &>0 (known) and *>0. Con-
sider the parametric function h(*)=(*&1)2. According to Example 2, the
unbiased of h(*) is
Tn=* 2+\1+2n+ * +\1&
2&
n
+
4
n2+ ,
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with * =X n&&. From Theorem 3.1, if *{1, the limit distribution of
- n [Tn&(*&1)2] is N(0, 8(2*+v)(*&1)2), and in the case *=1, the
limit distribution of nTn is 2&(/21&1).
APPENDIX
The generalized Laguerre polynomials have generating function
:

k=0
L (:)k (x) w
k=(1&w)k exp \&xw1&w+ , for any x and w, (4.20)
and explicit expression
L(:)j ( y)= :
j
k=0 \
j+:
j&k+
(&y)k
k !
, j=0, 1, ...; :>&1. (4.21)
In particular, for :=&2&1, the generalized Laguerre polynomials satisfy
the orthogonality relation
|

0
L (n&2&1)k (ny2) L
(n&2&1)
j (ny2) wn ( y; &) dy=$kj
1(k+n&2)
1(n&2) k !
, (4.22)
where wn ( y; &) is the density function of a gamma distribution with
parameters n&2, n2, and $kj the Kronecker delta. These polynomials
satisfy the recurrence relations
k1,
L (n&2&1)k (ny2)=(2k)
&1 [(4(k&1)&n( y&&)) L (n&2&1)k&1 (ny2)
&(2(k&2)+n&) L (n&2&1)k&2 (ny2)],
with
L(n&2&1)&1 (ny2)=0; L
(n&2&1)
0 (ny2)=1.
The Hermite polynomials, Hek , are monic orthogonal polynomials with
respect to the density function of a N(0, 1) distribution. They have
generating function
:

k=0
Hek (x) wkk !=exp(&w22+xw), for any x, w,
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and explicit expression
Hek (x)=k ! :
[k2]
j=0
(&1) j xk&2 j(2 jj !(k&2 j)!).
In particular, He0 (x)=1; He1 (x)=x; He2 (x)=x2&1; He3 (x)=
x3&3x.
The Charlier polynomials, with explicit representation
C (*2)k ( j)= :
k
m=0 \
k
m+\
j
m+ m !(&*2)k&m,
satisfy the recurrence relation
C (*2)k+1( j)=( j&k&*2) C
(*2)
k ( j)&k*2C
(*2)
k&1( j), k0
with C (*2)&1 ( j)=0 and C
(*2)
0 ( j)=1.
Proofs of (P1)(P4). (P1) Using (2.3) and the orthogonality rela-
tion (4.22), it can be shown that
E*[L (n&2&1)k (nX n 2)]=(&n*2)
kk !;
hence, after some algebra, the result is straightforward from (2.4).
(P2) From (2.4), we have
(&1) j n j
j ! 2 j
Qj, n ( y; *, &)
= :
j
k=0
(n*2) j&k
( j&k)!
L (n&2&1)k (ny2), j=0, 1, ... . (4.23)
Note that the RHS of (4.23) is the coefficient of t j in the expansion of
:

j=0
(n*2) j
j !
t j :

j=0
L (n&2&1)j (ny2) t
j,
or equivalently, by using (4.20),
:

j=0
(&1) j n jQ j, n ( y, *, &)
j ! 2 j
t j
=exp(n*2)(1&t)&n&2 exp[&(nyt(2(1&t)))], (4.24)
from which (P1) results immediately by choosing t=wn.
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(P3) Denote by Gn (w, y, *, &) the generating function of the polyno-
mials Qj, n given in (2.5). For z>0, let yn=*+&+z(V(*, &)n)12 and
tn=&2w(nV(*, &))12. Then,
lim
n  
Gn (tn , yn , *, &)=exp(&t22+tz)= :

k=0
Hek (z) wkk !, (4.25)
and the result follows from (2.4) changing the limit and summation
symbols and equating powers of equal degree in w.
(P4) This follows easily from the fact
lim
n  
Gn (w, y, *, &)=exp(&( y&(*+&)) w2).
(P5) It can be shown that
lim
n  
:

j=k+1
(&1) j Q j, n ( y, *, &)
j ! 2 j
w j
= :

j=k+1
(&1) j ( y&(*+&)) j
j ! 2 j
w j. (4.26)
Note that the R.H.S. of (4.26) is a rest of the Taylor expansion of
exp(&( y&(*+&)) w2), then the result follows by using the Lagrange
expression for the rest of a Taylor series.
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